Charolais Steers

Questions:
1. Which steer has more finish? ______
2. Which steer has a stronger top? ______
3. Which steer has more depth to the rear flank? ______
4. Which steer has more bone? ______
5. Which steer is leveler from hooks to pins? ______
Livestock Judging Lessons #2

Crossbred Market Steers

Questions:

1. Which steer is stronger topped and leveler from hooks to pins? ______

2. Which steer has more shape to his quarter and stifle? ______

3. Which steer is deeper in his flank? ______

4. Which steer has more look and balance? ______

5. Which steer is longer bodied? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
Livestock Judging Lessons #3

Hereford Steers

Questions:

1. Which steer is cleaner in the lower shoulder and brisket? ______

2. Which steer is heavier boned and bigger footed? ______

3. Which steer ties deeper into its twist and is deeper flanked? ______

4. Which steer is stronger in his topline? ______

5. Which steer has more balance from a profile? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
Livestock Judging Lessons #4

Angus Heifers

Questions:
1. Which heifer appears to be more feminine and extended up front? ____

2. Which heifer is longer bodied? _____

3. Which heifer appears to have more correct angulation to her shoulder? _____

4. Which heifer has a bigger foot? _____

5. Which heifer is heavier muscled, having more shape to her quarter and stifle? _____

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
Livestock Judging Lessons #5

Simmental Heifers

Questions:
1. Which heifer has more center body and dimension? ______

2. Which heifer appears to be smoother in her shoulder? ______

3. Which heifer reads with a more correct set to her hock? ______

4. Which heifer appears to have more correct angle to her pasterns? ______

5. Which heifer is stouter and heavier muscled? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
Livestock Judging Lessons #6

A

B

Duroc Market Hogs

Questions:

1. Which hog reads with more true shape to the top? ______

2. Which hog would you expect to scan leaner at their 10th? ______

3. Which hog has more dimension to the lower ham and stifle? ______

4. Which hog is squarer from hock to ground? ______

5. Which hog is fresher at the top of their blade and has more shape to the shoulder? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
Livestock Judging Lessons #7

Duroc Market Hogs

Questions:
1. Which hog is stouter featured and bigger in their forearm? ______

2. Which hog appears looser spined? ______

3. Which hog is leveler designed? ______

4. Which hog has more rib and flank? ______

5. Which hog has more shape to their stifle and ham? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!